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The annual pool
tile counting
contest is back!

A small crowd gathered in front of Sunset Valley town hall during the protests last Tuesday

Massive protests against
new chemical plant
Plans for a new chemical plant in Sunset Valley are met with protest
among local population.
SUNSET VALLEY – Next
Tuesday, the city council will
discuss a bill deciding if Landgraab Industries is allowed to
build a new chemical plant in
Sunset Valley. Landgraab is
planning to use this plant to
further develop its new flagship product: The Lemon Jellyfish 3000™. Landgraab is
claiming the Lemon Jellyfish
3000™ to be the ‘next best
thing in genetic manipulation’.
According to a product sheet
we received from Landgraab,
it’s supposed to ‘revolutionize the way we grow lemons’
and ‘it finally enables lemons

to protect themselves from the
outside world, but they taste
just as great!’.
Landgraab industries has been
active for quite a while in Sunset Valley with the presence of
the Landgraab Industries Science Facility, trying to enrich
the scientific side of the town
when it was built thirty years
ago.
Even though Landgraab Industries has invested a lot in making Sunset Valley into what
it is today, local inhabitants
are not at all happy to know
that they’ll have a chemical
plant in their own hometown
in the future. During the last
few days, protesters gathered
in front of town hall, protesting against the now infamous
Lemon Jellyfish. The protest-

ers are not convinced that the
chemical plant will add any
value to the town, and they’re
worried about the effects it
might have on the local environment.
Jamie Jolina is one of those
protesters: “We cannot allow
Landgraab to build another facility in Sunset Valley without
thinking of the environmental
consequences it might have.
I mean, have you ever seen
what kind of strange fish they
have in the pond at the science facility?!” She said, “But
anyway, I’m hungry so I’m
gonna get some Landgraab
glowing green goo burgers™. I just love that stuff....”
Landgraab Industries did not
want to comment on this story
right now.

New invention:
Steerable swing
Goodbye Similini
Shocking news has reached
the ears of our reporter: Aria
Similini, the ‘famous’ opera
singer, has decided to stop with
her oh so successful career.
Yesterday at 2 PM her agency
announced her goodbye from
the opera world, because they
didn’t have anything else to
do. Her three fans – her husband, her son and her neighbour – were very shocked
when they heard the news. But
optimistically her husband
said: “Now I’ve finally got
someone to help me with my
llama breeding!”
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More accidents
in traffic due to
overweight
SUNSET VALLEY - Recent
research has shown that the
number of traffic accidents
in Sunset Valley is incredibly
high in comparison with those
in SimCity. There are several
causes for this, but according
to the researchers one cause
was very remarkable: overweight. The Sims in Sunset
Valley are able to become fatter than the ones in SimCity
ever were, and their increased
volume makes it a lot easier to
hit them with a car. They are
also less likely to run away in
time: they are slower because
of all the extra fat they have to
take with them.
The researchers have been
looking for a solution for a
while, but eventually, one of
them found quite a simple
one: if you don’t want to get
struck by a car, just lose some
weight.

Protest against
rainbow-wigs
SUNSET VALLEY – A large
demonstration took place today at the Sunset Valley town
hall. Sims from all around the
city were protesting against
wearing rainbow-wigs.
Especially clowns wear these
hated wigs, which caused
some agitation among those
present.
Demonstrator: “If this goes
on for the rest of the week
the situation will get out of
control! We’ll have to look
at those monsters for the rest
of our lives! I’d rather eat a
tombstone!”

Crosby with her tear jerking Lobster Termidor

Chefs lobster causes
Riverview to cry
New lobster recipe
found as unlikely cause
for weeping locals in
Riverview.
RIVERVIEW – The last couple of days more and more
fishermen are seen alongside
the river that runs through
the village. It appears a
delicatessen is swimming
there: The Lobster Termidor.
Until recently, this peace loving creature could swim freely
in the Riverview waters, but
ever since Bernadette Crosby
has been promoted to Master
Chef, the animal is not safe
anymore.
Crosby has developed an ideal
recipe to turn the Lobster Ter-

midor into a mouth-watering
experience. An ideal mixture
of pepper- and tomato herbs
and a sniff of flame fruit powder, make Lobster Termidor
a meal which will keep you
awake all night.
The Riverview science lab
however claims this effect is
not caused by the meal, but
has a more profound reason.
They’ve made a report and this
is what it says: People now
want to catch lobster massively and as a result the library already makes a record profit by
selling the books ‘How does a
fishing rod work?’ and ‘How
to catch Lobster Termidor?’
As a side-effect, tuna fish is
suffering from this, because

the books say that this fish is
even better bait for catching
lobster.
And as result of that, the local farmer’s market sees a
turnover go up as well: that of
onion. This turnip turns out to
be the ideal bait for tuna. That
made the request for onions so
big, that every inhabitant has
at least ten onion plants in the
garden.
As a result of this last fact,
there’s a onion smell all over
Riverview. People often spontaneously start crying, as if
the entire city is a graveyard.
The tissue factory is doing
double shifts and a real river
water level rise is menacing.

OPINIONS
The new Landgraab plant is good for
Sunset Valley
What does our panel think of this argument?
It’s like, really good, cause
we’ll get like,
even more
green goo pizza,
and other cool
stuff!
Tracy Connor
Teenage girl

By Joves! Of
course not. I
say, it will do
more harm than
bring any good.
It’s just not
cricket.
James Adley III
Sr. Cricket player

Change? Have
any change?

Bob
Homeless
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A teenage local does his homework with the help of the ghost

Ghost does nightly
teaching
Teenager claims he’s
getting help with his
homework from a ghost.
RIVERVIEW – Since a couple of days a ghost wanders
through Riverviews gardens
in the nightly hours, who helps
teenagers with their homework, entirely voluntary and
for a little charge.
The restriction is that the
homework has to be done in the
garden, between the lettuceand tomato plants, near the
mysterious garden gnome
AND only wearing a swimming suit.
Of course, this sounds a bit
weird, but according to a
scholar who participated in
this somewhat strange way of
additional lessons, it definitely
had an effect on his school results. “Just wearing my swim
brief between the plants and

for a couple of Simoleans,
it’s not so strange that I’m doing homework with a ghost,
right?” Says a pride teenager,
who already has been called
‘nerd’ at school now.
Riverview’s high school however is not happy with this
enchanted action. They’re
already complaining about
the fact that teachers can no
longer give detention, as the
homework is always finished.
The school already threatened
to call for the Ghostbusters,
but the student council is
utterly against this plan:
“We must make sure more of
these teachers are getting the
worst of it, that way we have a
double win-win situation:
fewer annoying teachers at
school, but improved results
for the students who have the
guts to make their homework
at night in their swimming
trousers.”

Hello. I’m trying to be more Gardening with llamas. When
spontaneous, so I enlisted I came home and told the story
myself to write this column. to my sister, she found it hiActually my sislarious! She thought
ter enlisted me.
it was a good thing
Alrighty then. I’m
that my library – my
going to be spontaprecious library –
neous!
had been vandalized.
So, let’s introduce
Well, when I became
myself – spontaneangry and yelled
ously - : I am Barat her, she said it
bara Brooks, your 34
was a good thing
year old local librar- By Barbara Brooks that I let myself go.
ian. And I am sinIt
was
very
gle, by the way. I don’t have spontaneous, because I am
spectacular hobbies, I only never angry. I guess I’m makread books. Oh, and I organize ing some progress after all! Go
books. But that’s my job. Not me!
a hobby.
And who would have thought
You know, last time when I that Barbara Brooks could
was organizing books, the li- write something – very sponbrary was just a big mess. It taneous – for the SVT? I think
was awful! There were piles of I really like being more sponbooks everywhere and some taneous. I’m going to enlist
toddlers were drawing inside my sister Debby for the next
a valuable medieval copy of column!

Contagious cheese obsession worries
scientists
SUNSET VALLEY - A
strange phenomenon has been
occurring the past few days.
It seems that some Sims in
Sunset Valley are obsessed
with… cheese. Every day new
cheese addicts appear and the
Sims that already have been
stricken by the obsession
seem to get worse by the hour.
Cheese is running out of stock
very quickly in supermarkets
which makes the victims even
more desperate.

,,It’s like they can’t see anything but cheese,’’eyewitness
Lizzy Wood says. ,,They eat
nothing but cheese, they take
cheese with them everywhere
they go and they even have a
cheesy look in their eyes!’’
Scientists haven’t been able
to find the cause of this
strange phenomenon yet.
,,But to be certain, just make
sure you don’t get too near
those cheese lovers,’’ says one
of the confused scientists.
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SPORTS
RESULTS

CLASSIFIEDS

How do you beat a team that
always wins? You should ask
the Llama’s.
Last Sunday they managed to
crush the Alphacity Alpeca’s
with an amazing 5 - 0. The
Llama’s started the game with
a bang by scoring immediately
within the first 5 minutes from
the starting signal.
An additional goal was hit in
the first half, and in the second
half the other three goals were
shot while the Apeca’s stood
helplessly on the field.
Coach Finnigan from the
Llama’s said that “This was
an amazing performance from
our team” and “I just peed my
pants! That’s how happy I am!”.
Next week the Llama’s will
play against the Riverview
Regents

Help wanted: I am looking
for a cook who can prepare me
some ambrosia. Visit the cemetery at midnight for more information, or leave a note with
your adress by day.
If you can help me, I promise that I won’t come to haunt
you.

orange hat with a yellow flower on it, a blue bottom down
shirt and a long white beard.
Please call Bessie Clavell at
555-5390 if you happen to
know anything.

For sale: two tickets for the
sold out game in the Llama
Memorial Stadium on June
24th. They’re only 2000 Simoleons each and they’re in a
brand new state!

For sale: A fabulous tombstone that will brighten up
your garden. Comes with a
ghost in every desirable color.
Visit the cemetery and ask for
Bob.
Wanted: Looking for my garden gnome after mysterious
series of events and
disappearance. He’s
got an

to sell books, and are you able
to cope with annoying geeks
and awkward wall flowers?
Then we are looking for you!
Interested? Call 555-5312 and
ask for Dexter.

Help wanted: Local bookshop
‘Divisadero Budget Books’ is
looking for new part-time employees! Do you have it in you

Lost: little girl with two blonde
pigtails. If you have seen her,
please call 555-47891 and ask
for Julie. I’ve always wanted
a daughter with red hair, so,
if you find a girl with red hair
you can call me too.
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